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Electronix quotes
“All the electronics devices Are powered
by white smoke. When smoke goes out device
is deAd”
- Milan nikolic

“the modern human lives in a cesspool of
man-mAde electromAgnetic rAdiAtion”
-Steven magee

“electronic devices should fly when you put
them in AirplAne mode”
- Just a fun
thought

whAt’s new?
Intel's Lakefield stacks desktop
And Atom cores on A ‘3d’ chip
Intel led its CES press conference today by announcing a
lineup of no less than six new 9th-gen processors, but it's looking
towards a future beyond these chips, too. The company shed
some light on a platform that's still in development, codename
Lakefield, which is expected to go into production in 2019.

It's a hybrid design featuring a primary 10nm Sunny Cove
core, complemented by four 10nm Atom cores. We assume it'll
operate like many mobile chips do already, with different cores
handling different tasks based on how resource-intensive they
are, maximizing efficiency and power.

What's more, using Intel's Foveros 3D chip stacking
technology, multiple copies of the platform can be sandwiched
together without bloating Lakefield's overall footprint. It was
shown off on-stage, appearing no bigger than your standard
chocolate bar, alongside two prototype systems that demonstrate
its fit for devices from smaller tablets to regular-sized laptops.
That’s as much as Intel revealed on stage, but we certainly know
more about Lakefield than we do another clandestine Intel
scheme, known as "Project Athena."

Intel described this initiative as similar to the industry-wide
Ultrabook push of many moons ago. The first Project Athena
laptops, from partners such as Acer, Asus, Dell, Google, HP,
Innolux, Lenovo, Microsoft, Samsung and Sharp, are
expected to be available later this year. Intel is being a tad
vague about what it will take to qualify as a Project Athena
machine, but the general rule is they will offer excellent
design, performance, battery life, connectivity, and play nice
with emerging technologies like Al and 5G.

Electronic gadgets in our life
God has given us everything like plants, trees, flowers,
beautiful creatures and of course a very intelligent brain, through
which man can do anything. As we all know that India has
developed itself in technology and has invented many new
electronic gadgets, which have many advantages and
disadvantages. Man has become so intelligent that he has
invented airplanes and spacecraft to fly in, trains, cars, ships and
boats for every other mode of travel from one place to another,
and mobiles, telephones and the Internet for communication and
many other gadgets useful in every aspect of life.
These inventions have made it possible for us to do many
things undreamt of at the beginning of the last century. The world
has become so advanced that we have computers and laptops in
almost every household today. Internet facility is also a great
invention. Mobiles help us to talk to anyone, anywhere at any
time. Man has come a long way from the invention of the wheel.
There are serious disadvantages of such a fast pace of progress,
like global warming and pollution but scientists are working on
that too. All electronic gadgets have improved our life a lot. So
in the coming centuries we can imagine how our life might be.

There are hundreds of inventions which have revolutionized
human life. Electronic gadgets are prominent among these
inventions. They play a vital role in our lives. The electronic
gadgets which we use daily consist of lights, televisions,
computers, fans, A/Cs, refrigerators, telephones, cell phones, etc.
Life would have been very difficult without these inventions. Let
me give you an example of cell phones to show the importance
of electronic of gadgets in our lives. Cell phones have occupied a
very important position in our lives. Think what would happen if
cell phones or mobiles hadn’t been invented? There would be
long queues of people outside the PCOs who would be waiting to
call up. You can easily imagine the scene.
This was just a small example to show the importance of
electronic gadgets. The same thing is true for all the other
electronic gadgets. Hence we can say that electronic gadgets play
a vital role in our lives and it is hard to survive without them.

Facts:
 220 million tons of old computers and other technological
hardware are trashed in the United States each year.

 A diamond will not dissolve in acid. The only thing that
can destroy it is intense heat.
 Telephone wires were ranked for use based on how tasty
they were to mice. The tastier the wire the less likely it
was used.
 The first text massage sent was “Merry Christmas” by
Neil Papworth.

 The most common use for mobile phones is checking the
time.

E-WASTE Management:
 What is e-waste?
E-waste or Electronic waste describe as discarded
electronic appliances such as computer, laptops, mobile
phones etc. E-waste is created when electronic product
are discarded end of its useful life.
India has emerged as a fifth largest E-waste producer
in the world. Maharashtra (19.8%) tops in the list of
Electronic waste producer followed by Tamil Nadu(13%),
Uttar Pradesh(10.1%), West Bengal(9.8%) and
Delhi(9.5%).

SPORTS AND CULTURAL EVENT

AURORA 2K19
The sports event was held from 5th January to 9th January. The
overall environment was enthusiastic. EXTC department
students actively participated in all the events.

BE EXTC bagged 1st prize in sepak.

Siddhesh from BE EXTC won 1st prize in single and
double Table Tennis

Cultural event was on 10th and 11th January. Students
participated in maximum event.

Sangita Paul from TE EXTC won 1st prize in cartooning

Aditi Chaplot from TE EXTC and Sakshi Lembhe from FEEXTC were runner up in group dance

whAt’s going on…..?
Joy of giving
-26th January ‘19
Sai Darshan Old Age Home

EXTC students from all years were helping hands for
the patriarch. We donated all the necessities for them.

Expert Lecture ByMr. Satyanarayan On
Analog And Digital Signal Processing

On 23rd January, Satyanarayan sir conducted lecture
for SE-EXTC student. They got bag full of information
and knowledge.

Workshop on robotics:

UCoE EXTC team conducted Robotics
workshop in J.H. Poddar Junior College, Bhayander
on 22ndJanuary 2019. 70 students participated in the
workshop. The main moto was to create an awarness
about the Robotic environment and the trending
technologies in today’s era.

Industrial Visit
At
Virar Railway Yard

On 19th January 2019, students from SE EXTC along
faculty Mr. Sandeep Dubey have gone for an Industrial
Visit at Virar Railway Yard. The principal of railway yard
Mr. Mukesh Prasad has given a brief explanation on Indian
Railways and requirement of engineers in this field.
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